ALGORITHMIC BIAS EXPLAINED

How Automated Decision-Making Becomes Automated Discrimination
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Introduction

Over the last decade, algorithms have replaced decision-makers at all levels of society. Judges, doctors and hiring managers are shifting their responsibilities onto powerful algorithms that promise more data-driven, efficient, accurate and fairer decision-making. However, poorly designed algorithms threaten to amplify systemic racism by reproducing patterns of discrimination and bias that are found in the data algorithms use to learn and make decisions.

“We find it important to state that the benefits of any technology should be felt by all of us. Too often, the challenges presented by new technology spell out yet another tale of racism, sexism, gender inequality, ableism and lack of consent within digital culture.”

—Mimi Onuoha and Mother Cyborg, authors, “A People's Guide to A.I.”

The goal of this report is to help advocates and policymakers develop a baseline understanding of algorithmic bias and its impact as it relates to socioeconomic opportunity across multiple sectors. To this end, the report examines biased algorithms in healthcare, at the workplace, within government, in the housing market, in finance, education and in the pricing of goods and services. The report ends by discussing solutions to algorithmic bias, explores the concept of algorithmic greenlining and provides recommendations on how to update our laws to address this growing problem.
What Are Algorithms?

An algorithm is a set of rules or instructions used to solve a problem or perform a task. This report looks at computer algorithms designed to make predictions and answer questions. These algorithms, otherwise known as automated decision systems, use statistical patterns and data analytics to make decisions that impact everyday life.

Algorithms are used to:

- Sort resumes for employers
- Decide access to and eligibility for social services
- Determine who sees advertisements for jobs, housing or loans
- Choose which employees to hire, fire and promote
- Determine access to housing and credit
- Predict crime and risk of recidivism
- Decide hospital treatment plans and access to insurance

How Do They Work?

Simply put, decision-making algorithms work by taking the characteristics of an individual, like the age, income and zip code of a loan applicant, and reporting back a prediction of that person's outcome—for example, the likelihood they will default on the loan—according to a set of rules. That prediction is then used to make a decision—in this case, to approve or deny the loan. ²

Algorithms often learn the rules for making predictions by first analyzing what's known as “training data” to discover useful patterns and relationships between variables. The patterns or algorithmic insights gleaned from the training data become the basis for rules governing future decisions and predictions.

However, if the training data is biased then the algorithm can pick up on that pattern of discrimination and replicate it in future decisions. For example, a bank's historical lending data may show that it routinely and unfairly gave higher interest rates to residents in a majority Black ZIP code. A banking algorithm trained on that biased data could pick up on that pattern of discrimination and learn to charge residents in that ZIP code more for their loans, even if they don’t know the race of the applicant.
What is Algorithmic Bias and Why Does it Matter?

Algorithmic bias occurs when an algorithmic decision creates unfair outcomes that unjustifiably and arbitrarily privilege certain groups over others. This matters because algorithms act as gatekeepers to economic opportunity. Companies and our public institutions use algorithms to decide who gets access to affordable credit, jobs, education, government resources, health care and investment. Addressing algorithmic bias, particularly in critical areas like employment, education, housing and credit, is critical to closing the racial wealth gap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Harms</th>
<th>Collective Social Harms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**Illegal Discrimination</td>
<td>Unfair Practices**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance and Social Benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Credit</strong></td>
<td><strong>Economic Loss</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Prices of Goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loss of Liberty</strong></td>
<td><strong>Social Stigmatization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased Surveillance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotype Reinforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dignitary Harms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Is Algorithmic Bias Illegal?**

There is no general law in the United States that specifically prohibits algorithmic bias. However, various state, federal and local laws generally prohibit discrimination, whether by algorithms or by humans, in some contexts, such as credit, education, housing and employment. Two key legal concepts that animate anti-discrimination laws are: (1) disparate treatment and (2) disparate impact.4

**Disparate Treatment**: A decision-maker is liable for disparate treatment discrimination when they have a discriminatory intent or motive, or use protected attributes (such as gender or race) as the basis for a decision. A hiring algorithm commits disparate treatment if it rejects female job candidates because they are female.

**Disparate Impact**: A decision-maker commits disparate impact discrimination if a facially neutral policy or decision has an unjustifiably disproportionate adverse impact on a protected class of individuals.5 A policy is facially neutral if it does not use any protected attribute such as race or gender as the basis for the decision. So a hiring algorithm that rejects all candidates below six feet tall may create a disparate impact on female applicants, but there is no disparate treatment because height is not a protected characteristic.

Existing anti-discrimination laws do not work well in the algorithmic context as most were written before the internet was even invented. Furthermore, proving bias is difficult as people negatively affected by discriminatory algorithms may not know why or how that decision was made—or even that an algorithm was behind the decision that harmed them. Our anti-discrimination laws must be updated and adapted to properly regulate algorithmic bias and discrimination.6 As discussed further below, one way to prevent or reduce unfair bias is to pass algorithmic transparency and accountability laws.

**The Value of Algorithmic Transparency: Proving Disparate Treatment and Impact**

It's hard to prove discrimination. Take a disparate treatment claim in hiring: An employer can lie about the motivations behind their choice not to hire any Black job applicants. Even if we have statistical evidence that there is a disparate impact in hiring, a court will generally look at the motivations of the decision-maker and whether there was a legitimate (i.e. non-race based) reason that explains the disparate impact and racial disparity in hiring. From this example, we can see that humans can get away with discrimination if they simply lie about their motivations or if they can point to any alternate justification for why they made a discriminatory decision. In some cases, implicit bias means people may not even realize the biased motivations that drive their decisions.

In comparison to humans, algorithms can be much more honest because their choices are based on math and data rather than fuzzy human logic and emotions. With proper algorithmic transparency and record-keeping practices, a court or regulator can know the factors an algorithm considered when making a decision and how the algorithm and its designers approached tradeoffs between relevant values like accuracy, profit maximization and non-discrimination. In order to do this a court needs access to three things: (1) the algorithm, (2) the training data and (3) the objective function of the algorithm, which is the outcome that the algorithm is attempting to optimize or predict.7
Where Does Algorithmic Bias Come From?

Broadly speaking, algorithmic bias arises from the choices developers make in creating the algorithm, rather than an explicit discriminatory motive.  

Choosing an Outcome

One of the critical choices in building an algorithm is deciding what outcome it is designed to predict. Choosing an outcome requires subjective value judgments about how to define amorphous concepts like productivity or creditworthiness in measurable and quantifiable ways. This is a key choice because it shapes what the algorithm is optimized to do and the types of data that it considers when making a decision. Bias can enter into the algorithm when designers choose outcomes that favor certain groups over others.

Consider a simple worker performance algorithm designed to predict which employees are most productive. If a designer chose to measure productivity by number of hours worked, as opposed to other measures such as number of emails sent, it could create a disparate impact and disadvantage women who face higher childcare burdens.

Choosing the Data Inputs

After choosing an outcome, designers select the inputs or predictor variables an algorithm can consider when trying to predict that outcome. The choice around what training data and what variables an algorithm has access to can also introduce bias if the designers only give the algorithm data that is more favorable to one group than another or uses subjective data that is biased or mismeasures objective reality (such as performance reviews by a biased supervisor).

Another issue is that data inputs which are relevant to making accurate decisions may be proxies for protected attributes like race or gender due to structural and historical bias. For example, income data can show men earn more than women, and arrest data may reveal that Black men are arrested at higher rates than White men. This data is not inaccurate in the sense that the data mismeasures reality but rather they fail to account for the systemic biases that gave rise to the differences in the data. Algorithms blindly using this data without understanding the context around particular statistical disparities can reinforce and replicate patterns of discrimination in the decisions they make.
Predictive Policing Algorithm Directs Police to Already Overpoliced Communities

The criminal justice system in the United States is often unjust. Black males receive sentences that are on average 19.1% longer than White males that commit similar crimes, even when controlling for past violence in their criminal history. In Oakland, California researchers found that Black neighborhoods have 200 times more drug arrests than other Oakland neighborhoods—even though drug use rates are generally the same across racial lines. A policing algorithm only trained on arrest data might then infer that Black neighborhoods use more drugs even though the arrest data says more about the over-policing of Black communities than actual rates of criminality and drug use.

Consider PredPol, a predictive policing algorithm intended to forecast the location of future crimes. When researchers applied the algorithm to Oakland, they found that the algorithm targeted Black neighborhoods at twice the rate of White ones. This is because the algorithm relied on Oakland's racially biased arrest data to make its predictions. When the researchers compared PredPol data to police data, they found that the neighborhoods PredPol identified as crime hotspots were the same neighborhoods that were already disproportionately targeted by the Oakland police for drug arrests. This example shows us how algorithms can reinforce existing patterns of over-policing and bias and the need to disentangle the effect of systemic discrimination from the data that powers decision-making algorithms.

Predictive Policing in Oakland vs. Actual Drug Use

The chart on the left shows the demographic breakdown of people targeted for policing based on a simulation of PredPol in Oakland. The chart on the right shows actual estimated use of illicit drugs.
Choosing the Training Data
Advanced algorithms learn how to make decisions by learning from “training data,” data that often reflects the decisions humans made in the past. Decisions based on incorrect, partial or non-representative training data have the potential to create unfair outcomes because the algorithm will draw the wrong conclusions from the data, resulting in incorrect predictions or decisions that are less accurate for groups that are underrepresented or misrepresented in the training dataset.

Non-Representative Training Data Can Lead to Inaccurate Results
CheXNet is an algorithm designed to predict whether a patient has pneumonia and other lung diseases based on their chest X-Rays. The algorithm learned how to diagnose the disease by analyzing over 100,000 chest X-Ray images that had diagnoses or “labels” attached to them by practicing radiologists.

Researchers examining the CheXNet algorithm and training dataset found that it performed significantly worse in diagnosing chest diseases in women when it was trained on a dataset where women were underrepresented and only made up 25% of the training images.\(^{14}\) When the algorithm was trained on gender balanced data, this disparity disappeared.

CheXNet is an advanced algorithm that takes an X-ray image as an input, and outputs a probability of a particular disease or condition. In this example, CheXNet, correctly detects pneumonia and indicates areas in the body that are most likely affected by the disease.
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Algorithmic Bias in Health Care

The health care sector uses algorithms to process data from billions of medical records, insurance claims, clinical drug trials and other sources, including data from health devices like FitBit or the Apple Watch. The algorithms use this data to personalize treatment plans or guide the development of drugs and new therapies. Health care algorithms can lower health care costs and help doctors make more accurate decisions and diagnoses.

The Problem

Health care algorithms, if built improperly or used incorrectly, can lead hospitals to give substandard care to people of color or to make decisions that work for wealthier patients while harming lower-income ones.

Health Care Algorithms Can Discriminate Against Patients That Spend Less on Care

Bias can arise even if unbiased algorithms are applied inappropriately in health care. One example of that is the how one hospital system misused a health care analytic tool that gives health plans and health systems access to patient data and over 1,700 rules and algorithms that characterize a patient's care history and unmet needs. This tool is used to help identify which patients are likely to need individualized care plans and additional medical attention. Researchers found that one hospital system applied the tool in a way that would have recommended White patients for these resources while effectively denying those same resources for equally sick Black patients. Through this use of the tool, Black patients effectively had to be sicker than White patients in order to be identified as patients who might benefit from additional care.

Where Things Went Wrong:

One of the 1,700 rules and algorithms in the analytics tool was specifically designed to predict future costs for patients – this model is not biased as a predictor of future cost. However, bias arose because the health system only used the cost prediction algorithm to characterize patient's health needs. The cost prediction model was not designed for this purpose. Cost is not a meaningful proxy for health. Future cost can be used as an “ingredient” to help identify certain populations who might benefit from additional support, but it must be used in the context of patients’ other medical history and unmet needs. Unfortunately, the health system only used future cost to identify people for additional medical attention. In doing so, they identified relatively more White patients because White patients typically utilize more health care services than Black patients – which makes future predicted costs for White patients higher than Black patients. A key contributor to this disparity is due to a racial wealth gap that has given rise to structural differences in income and access to health care.

The developer of the algorithm noted that this use of the tool was completely inconsistent with the design of the tool and the training they offered to the hospital. This example shows us how properly defining outcomes and what to predict is a key consideration in building and applying fair and unbiased algorithms. The potential discriminatory impacts that could result from an incorrect use of an algorithm also reveals that proper training is necessary to ensure that these powerful decision-making tools are used properly and not in ways that cause unintended consequences.
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Algorithmic Bias in Employment

Technology continues to transform the work environment as algorithms replace the traditional hiring and management processes. Companies small and large, such as Goldman Sachs, Amazon and staffing agencies, are using algorithms to recruit, promote and hire employees.

The Problem
Biased hiring algorithms replicate existing workplace dynamics that favor particular groups of employees over others.

Amazon’s Recruiting Algorithm Learned to Favor Men over Women
In 2014, Amazon attempted to develop a recruiting algorithm to rate the resumes of job candidates and predict which applicants would do well at Amazon. The algorithm learned to favor men while penalizing women. Resumes that included the word “women’s” or included the names of all-women’s colleges were downgraded while resumes containing masculine language associated with male engineers were favored. Researchers scrapped the experiment because they were unsuccessful in fixing the issue.18

Where Things Went Wrong
This bias likely arose because of female underrepresentation in Amazon’s training data. The algorithm scored applicants by observing patterns in resumes submitted to the company over a 10-year period. However, the tech industry is predominantly male and Amazon’s dataset and hiring practices likely reflected that male dominance. So even though Amazon did not use gender as a variable in its model, the algorithm picked up on gender-related characteristics in the dataset. Amazon’s hiring algorithm provides a clear example of how non-representative datasets can skew decisions in ways that harm underrepresented groups and how structural bias in a dataset (i.e. the lack of women in STEM fields and in tech company leadership) can affect decision-making algorithms.
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Algorithmic Bias in Government Programs

Federal, state and local governments increasingly turn to algorithms to cut costs and streamline bureaucratic processes. Government algorithms are pervasive; they’re used to guide municipal investment, assess the risk of releasing someone on parole, assess fraud or determine eligibility for social programs. They’ve also become an integral part of “smart cities” like Austin, New York and Atlanta, where they identify infrastructure problems and control traffic, street lighting and other services.

The Problem

Poorly designed government algorithms make bad decisions that can have serious consequences for struggling residents and communities that need access to government services and investments.

Michigan’s Fraud Detection Algorithm Wrongly Accused 40,000 People of Unemployment Fraud

Between 2013 and 2015, the state of Michigan implemented an algorithm called the Michigan Data Automated System that accused more than 40,000 people of fraudulently claiming unemployment benefits. Many accused of fraud were forced to pay heavy fines, declared bankruptcy or had their houses foreclosed upon. Many victims attempting to appeal the claims found out that there was no human oversight over the system and that fraud claims were based on incorrect or mismatched data. After several lawsuits and an audit of the MiDAS system, auditors found that MiDAS fraud charges were only affirmed 8% of the time on appeal.

Arkansas Medicaid Algorithm Wrongly Denies Medical Care and Benefits

When Arkansas implemented a Medicaid access algorithm, hundreds of people saw their benefits cut—losing access to home care, nursing visits and medical treatments. Arkansas Legal Aid filed a federal lawsuit in 2016, arguing that the state failed to notify those affected, and that there was also no way to effectively challenge the system, as those denied benefits couldn’t understand what information factored into the algorithm’s decisions. The process for appealing these decisions was described as “effectively worthless” as less than 5% of appeals were successful. During the court case, the company that created the algorithm found multiple errors due to miscoding and incorrect calculations. An estimated 19% of Medicaid beneficiaries in the state were negatively affected by one error alone.

Where Things Went Wrong

It is difficult to call Arkansas’ Medicaid algorithm and Michigan’s unemployment algorithm biased, since there is no evidence that their decisions were more likely to be wrong for men compared to women or for Black residents compared to White ones. Rather, these algorithms were poorly designed and simply bad at making decisions. However, the impact of these bad predictions fell disproportionately on residents who lost their jobs and needed access to health care. The difficulties victims faced in trying to appeal these algorithmic decisions highlight the need for technological due process, or the right to have a meaningful opportunity to understand and contest algorithmic decisions.
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Algorithmic Bias in Education

Schools use algorithms to grade student's essays or to check for plagiarism. Colleges use algorithms to identify at-risk students or to determine the likelihood of a student accepting an admission offer.

The Problem

Algorithms that predict student achievement can punish students at low-performing schools and reinforce educational disparities.

Grading Algorithms in the UK Gives Lower Grades to Lower-Income Students

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic forced schools in England to cancel final exams nationwide, making it difficult to give out final grades and determine college placements. As a result, England’s Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation (Ofqual) turned to an algorithm to calculate student grades. To calculate grades, the algorithm relied on teachers’ prediction of that student's final grades, their academic performance and, critically, a school's historical performance data. The algorithm lowered 40% of teacher-provided grades in calculating the final results. An analysis of the algorithm found that the algorithm was more likely to lower grades for lower-income students and those who did not attend smaller private schools. After a large public outcry, Ofqual scrapped the algorithmic grades and students received their teacher-assigned grades.

Where Things Went Wrong

The Ofqual algorithm is another example of a mismatch between the outcome an algorithm is supposed to predict and what it actually predicts. Ofqual’s algorithm did not really determine a student's actual achievement throughout the year but rather predicted how well students in a particular school “should” do. The algorithm’s focus on historical school performance as a predictor meant high achieving students in poorly performing schools were more likely to have their grades lowered. Ofqual's grading algorithm also raises questions about the ethics of assigning grades to students based on their school quality rather than more personal measures of achievement. In addition, the algorithm gave greater weight to teacher grades in schools with small class sizes, giving students at private schools an unfair leg up.
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Algorithmic Bias in Credit and Finance

Banks and the fintech industry have eagerly replaced loan officers with algorithms that are more complex and use more sources of data than ever before to make more precise, and profitable, decisions about creditworthiness and loan applications. Other financial algorithms detect fraudulent credit card transactions or help companies comply with changing regulations and lending requirements.

The Problem

Access to credit is a key element of the American dream, enabling families to start small businesses and purchase homes, important vehicles for wealth and economic opportunity. However, biased banking algorithms can make it more expensive for Black and Brown borrowers to access credit and loans compared to similarly situated White borrowers.

Advertising Algorithms Allow Lenders to Target Vulnerable Consumers with Predatory Products

Facebook, Google and third party data brokers use data collection algorithms to profile customers, placing them into buckets known as customer segments based on personal characteristics, behaviors and preferences. Advertisers use these segments to target ads to customers likely to buy their products. A Senate report warned that these tools could also allow lenders to target financially vulnerable populations with subprime loans that have predatory interest rates. In response to these concerns, Facebook and Google banned predatory lending ads on their platforms in 2015 but many lenders have found ways to evade these bans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample List of Targeting Products Identifying Financially Vulnerable Populations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Credit Reliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rocky Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Very Elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rolling the Dice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fragile Families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Very Spartan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• X-tra Needy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hard Times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a table listing several customer “segments” or categories that advertisers can use to specifically target vulnerable customers with ads. For example, customers in the “Hard Times” segment were described as “older, down-scale and ethnically-diverse singles typically concentrated in inner-city apartments… the bottom of the socioeconomic ladder, the poorest lifestyle segment in the nation… this is an underclass of the working poor and destitute seniors without family support.”
Mortgage Lending Algorithms Continue to Overcharge Black and Brown Borrowers
Online banking algorithms emerged as a way to combat racial discrimination present in traditional, face-to-face lending.27 Despite those claims, a UC Berkeley study showed that both traditional and online lenders overcharge Black and Brown borrowers for mortgage loans to the tune of $765 million a year compared to equally qualified White borrowers.28 The study found that online algorithmic lenders charged similarly situated Black and Brown borrowers more than White ones, but the upshot is that they overcharged these borrowers less than traditional lenders.29

Where Things Went Wrong
The targeted marketing and lending algorithms described in this section illustrate the potential and problems of having so much personal and demographic data. Targeted marketing algorithms can connect vulnerable customers to the resources they need, but unscrupulous lenders can also abuse those tools and trap them in a cycle of poverty. Lending algorithms discriminate less than traditional lenders but still give White borrowers better rates and loans than Black ones. UC Berkeley researchers suggest that this bias is due to geographic and behavioral pricing strategies that charge more in financial deserts or if a customer is unlikely to shop around at competing lenders.30 This raises serious questions about the fairness and legality of using data unrelated to credit repayment risk, such as shopping behavior, to make decisions about loan terms and rates.
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Algorithmic Bias in Housing and Development

Landlords and property managers are turning to algorithms to screen out bad renters while homeowners use algorithms to help buy and sell their homes. On a larger scale, cities and homebuilders use planning algorithms to guide development and determine which neighborhoods receive investment.

The Problem

Algorithms not only limit access to home loans for communities of color (see above), cities can misuse algorithms in ways that perpetuate housing disinvestment and redlining in low-income communities. Others screen potential renters in ways that unfairly disadvantage people of color.

Rental Screening Algorithms Can Deny Housing to Over-Policed Communities

Over 90% of landlords now use tenant screening algorithms to review and score potential renters. One such algorithm called CrimSAFE was developed by Corelogic, a property and data analytics company. The algorithm prevented a mother from moving in with her disabled 14-year-old son because he had a shoplifting arrest from 2014 that was later dismissed. Corelogic was recently sued due to accusations that its algorithm disproportionately and illegally screened out Black and Latino applicants based on their criminal records.

Detroit’s “Market Value Analysis” Algorithm Targets Poorest, Blackest Neighborhoods for Disinvestment

Over 25 cities use a tool called the Market Value Analysis algorithm to classify and map neighborhoods by market strength and investment value. Cities use MVA maps to craft tailored urban development plans for each type of neighborhood. These plans determine which neighborhoods receive housing subsidies, tax breaks, upgraded transit or greater code enforcement. Cities using the MVA are encouraged by its developer to prioritize investments and public subsidies first in stronger markets before investing in weaker, distressed areas as a way to maximize the return on investment for public development dollars.

In Detroit, city officials used the MVA to justify the reduction and disconnection of water and sewage utilities, as well as the withholding of federal, state and local redevelopment dollars in Detroit’s “weak markets,” which happened to be its Blackest and poorest neighborhoods. The recommendations from Indianapolis’ MVA meant small business support, home repair and rehabilitation, homebuyer assistance and foreclosure prevention programs were unavailable to the most distressed and isolated neighborhoods in the city.

Where Things Went Wrong

The MVA uses variables like average home prices, vacancy rates, foreclosures and homeownership to determine neighborhood “value,” while CrimSAFE uses criminal records to determine who is a good tenant. But these are not ahistorical, objective predictors of market value or criminality; rather they are data points that reflect systemic bias. Redlining accounts for 30% of the gap in homeownership and 40% of the gap in home values for Black Americans between 1950 and 1980. Similarly Black and Brown Americans are much more likely to be racially profiled, stopped and targeted by police for arrest. The data used in these algorithms therefore takes the “longstanding and deeply embedded link between race, property devaluation and anti-black violence” and essentially repackages it in terms of the risks that certain people and communities pose to landlords and public investment. In doing so, these algorithms risk reinforcing patterns of disinvestment, redlining and housing discrimination.
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Algorithmic Bias in Everything Else: Price Optimization Algorithms

These days, it’s common for two different people to pay different prices for the same exact product. Companies like Amazon, Expedia, Steam, Hilton, Safeway and countless more use algorithms to set prices on the fly. While dynamic pricing existed before algorithms, modern pricing algorithms have access to much more data about consumers. These algorithms can adjust prices by crunching information such as inventory levels, your location, income, emotional state or even your phone’s battery level.

The Problem

While pricing algorithms can grow sales and increase profits, they can also result in price gouging and unfair price discrimination.

Princeton Review’s Pricing Algorithm Charged Asian-Americans More for Online Tutoring

The Princeton Review, an educational company, used a pricing algorithm that charged between $6,600 and $8,400 for its Premier SAT course that offered online tutoring. A ProPublica analysis found that ZIP codes with a high median income or a large Asian population were more likely to be quoted the highest prices. Customers in predominantly Asian neighborhoods were nearly twice as likely to see higher prices compared to the general population, even if it was a low-income area.39

Insurance Algorithms Charge POC Neighborhoods More for Car Insurance than White Ones, Irrespective of Accident Risks

A study looking at insurance rates and payouts in California, Illinois, Texas and Missouri found that drivers in neighborhoods of color paid higher auto insurance rates than White ones even when the accident risk in those neighborhoods was nearly the same.40 Overall, predominantly Black ZIP codes pay premiums that are 60% higher than predominantly White ones despite having similar risk profiles.41 Research on Allstate’s price-adjustment algorithm in Maryland found that it was optimized to increase profits by charging “big spenders” more for car insurance.42

Ride-Hailing Algorithms Charge Riders More for Traveling to Majority POC Neighborhoods

Thanks to a Chicago law requiring ride-hailing companies to disclose their fares, researchers discovered that Uber and Lyft’s pricing algorithm charges riders more if they are dropped off in neighborhoods with a high non-White population.43 The study found evidence that riders were charged more based on attributes such as age, education, home price and ethnicity.
**Where Things Went Wrong**

Algorithmic pricing models focus on maximizing profit, which they do well, but they are not designed to account for the equity and fairness implications of those decisions. Companies using algorithms to engage in dynamic and personalized pricing are able to maximize profit by studying our data, estimating the maximum we’re willing to pay and charging that price. While these practices are generally legal, the power imbalance between customers and sellers means that these practices can be unfair and exploitative. Without the proper safeguards to limit pricing algorithms, they can continue to exploit and overcharge communities of color and produce a broad array of unfair effects.

**Price Discrimination: Is it Illegal?**

Surprisingly, price discrimination on the basis of race or other protected classes isn't illegal under federal price discrimination law.⁴⁴ Even if race-based price discrimination was illegal under state or federal law, these pricing algorithms generally don’t change prices on your race or gender but rather based on your willingness to pay, how much competition is in your area, or even your emotional state. Uber, for example, discovered that riders were more willing to pay surge fares when their phone battery was low.⁴⁵ However, price discrimination can also be a good thing, like senior pricing or hardship discounts. This suggests that we need to update our price discrimination laws to limit personalized pricing practices that are overly manipulative and to prevent algorithmic price gouging.
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Recommendations for Fixing Algorithmic Bias

There is a growing body of research outlining the solutions we need to end algorithmic discrimination and build more equitable automated decision systems. This section will focus on three types of solutions as a starting point: (1) algorithmic transparency and accountability, (2) race-aware algorithms and (3) algorithmic greenlining.

Algorithmic Transparency and Accountability

Algorithmic transparency enables people who use, regulate and are affected by automated decision systems to understand how the algorithm is designed, how it is used to make decisions, and the factors behind that decision. Without transparency it is difficult to achieve algorithmic accountability.

Algorithmic accountability refers to “the assignment of responsibility for how an algorithm is created and its impact on society; if harm occurs, accountable systems include a mechanism for redress.” In other words, algorithmic accountability laws allow us to identify and fix algorithmic harms and to enforce our existing laws against anti-discrimination. Algorithmic transparency and accountability measures include algorithmic impact assessments, data audits to test for bias, and critically, a set of laws that penalize algorithmic bias, particularly in essential areas like housing, employment and credit.

Algorithmic Impact Assessments and Data Audits

Governments and the community members they serve lack the necessary information to assess how algorithms are working and how they affect individuals, families and communities. Requiring companies and public agencies to conduct “algorithmic impact assessments” can help solve this problem. An impact assessment would require public agencies and other algorithmic operators to evaluate their automated decision systems and their impacts on fairness, justice, bias and other community concerns, and to consult with affected communities.

Data audits involve having third parties examine algorithms and the underlying data for bias and to see if the algorithm is transparent, fair and its decisions are explainable. Data audits help developers ensure their algorithm works and that it complies with applicable laws and ethical norms.

Audits and impact assessments can help stop companies from taking shortcuts in developing and implementing their algorithms and ensure that they confront the implications of their tool before it goes live. These practices can also build trust and public confidence that the algorithm is fair and works as intended.
Key Barriers

- Disagreement around the scope of algorithmic transparency requirements.\textsuperscript{47}
- Public agencies and private companies are not required by law to conduct algorithmic impact assessments or data audits.
- Regulators and government agencies may lack the technical expertise and resources to meaningfully audit and review algorithmic systems.
- Community members and non-government experts are often left out of the accountability process. Algorithmic assessment must be interdisciplinary to account for gaps in individual knowledge and perspectives.\textsuperscript{48}

Recommendations

- Enact state, local and federal laws that require detailed algorithmic impact assessments and data audits for automated decision systems that involve employment, education, insurance, banking, public agencies, healthcare and housing. Build systems for community input and engagement.
- Increase budgets for technical capacity-building and hiring within our government institutions so that regulators, attorneys general and other enforcement agencies have the ability to meaningfully investigate, document and audit algorithms for bias and discrimination. Effective transparency and accountability requires effective data regulators who are empowered to conduct algorithmic bias assessments, have the technical capacity to analyze and audit decision-making algorithms and can penalize companies for unfair and illegal practices.
Race-Conscious Algorithms

Many companies choose to avoid using protected characteristics like race and gender in their algorithms to avoid liability for discrimination. However, this veil of ignorance around sensitive attributes, like gender or race, isn’t all that helpful because algorithms can still figure out who you are based on related data like your internet history or they can discriminate using proxy variables like ZIP code or educational background. Moreover, if we start trying to eliminate proxy variables, then the accuracy of algorithmic decisions begins to suffer—so this is not an effective solution either. In fact, research shows that allowing algorithms to access data on race and other characteristics can actually help prevent discrimination and allow for more accurate decisions.49

While this may appear counterintuitive, awareness of race or other protected characteristics allows algorithms and their developers to correct for situations where the predictive power of a particular variable is not the same across different races, ethnicities or genders.50

Race-Conscious Educational Algorithms Can Improve Fairness and Equity in Decision-Making

Predictors of educational success like extracurricular activities, high school grades and standardized test scores are less predictive of college success and GPA for Black students than they are for White ones. An experiment revealed that a race-aware college admissions algorithm could admit twice as many Black students without lowering the predicted GPA of the class when compared to a race-blind algorithm. Allowing algorithms to adjust their scoring and evaluation criteria to account for these types of differences can yield more accurate, equitable results that mitigate risks of algorithmic redlining.51

Key Barriers

- Legal limitations and the threat of lawsuits discourage companies from explicitly using data on race and other sensitive attributes to make algorithmic decisions.52
- Resistance to collecting and using race data from an ethical and moral perspective.
- Disagreement on whether to limit race-awareness to the training stage of the algorithm or to allow its use in both the training and decision-making contexts.

Recommendation

- Require companies to document and measure algorithmic outcomes across protected classes. Build consensus through research, regulatory rulemakings and community engagement around the contexts and conditions where algorithms can have access to sensitive characteristics and develop legal protections, or safe harbors for those situations.
Algorithmic Greenlining

“Big Data processes codify the past. They do not invent the future. Doing that requires moral imagination, and that’s something only humans can provide. We have to explicitly embed better values into our algorithms, creating Big Data models that follow our ethical lead. Sometimes that will mean putting fairness ahead of profit.”

The final strategy we discuss to prevent algorithmic bias is to focus on algorithmic equity. Instead of a defensive strategy aimed at limiting discrimination and preventing disparate impacts, algorithmic greenlining emphasizes using automated decision systems in ways that promote equity and help close the racial wealth gap. In this vision, algorithms are not only fair, but go beyond simply not causing harm to address systemic barriers to economic opportunity. Optimizing for equity requires a shift away from designing algorithms that maximize profit and return on investment and towards algorithms that optimize for shared prosperity, racial justice and resilient ecosystems.53

Optimizing for Equity: California’s Climate Justice Algorithm

In 2012, the Greenlining Institute successfully advocated for SB 535 (De Leon, 2012), a bill directing 25% of the dollars raised by California’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund to communities that are the most burdened by pollution exposure and poor socioeconomic outcomes.54 Rather than manually identifying these communities on a case by case basis, the law directed California to develop a scientific tool to classify and decide which communities in California are “disadvantaged” under the statute and would therefore qualify for priority funding and investment.

After a robust community engagement process, the California EPA developed “CalEnviroScreen,” an algorithm that identifies disadvantaged communities across 8,000 census tracts. CalEnviroScreen works by examining multiple indicators such as exposure to pollution and unemployment rates. After processing this data, the algorithm outputs a CalEnviroScreen score that quantifies the environmental and socioeconomic burdens within a community and determines whether it is eligible for targeted investments.55
While this algorithm is relatively simple, it demonstrates how algorithms can help make data-driven decisions and automate complex and time consuming tasks. Since implementation of SB 535 and the CalEnviroScreen algorithm, over $3 billion in state funding has gone towards investments in disadvantaged communities, with a larger share of that funding going to low-income Black and Latino communities.56 Beyond this, CalEnviroScreen provided invaluable and irrefutable data to residents and policymakers showing that exposure to pollution and poverty is most pronounced in Black and Brown communities. In this way, CalEnviroScreen demonstrates the potential of algorithms to drive equity outcomes and improve economic opportunities for communities of color.

**Key Barriers**

- Extractive, profit-seeking behavior by private companies and institutions.
- Legal prohibitions on consideration of race and other protected attributes in decision-making.
- Difficulty defining and measuring equity outcomes.
- Limited community engagement and technical capacity.

**Recommendation**

- Develop laws that integrate equity metrics into public decision-making algorithms, particularly for those that govern access to community investment and resource allocation. Engage and fund equity mapping and community-centered data gathering efforts to track the cumulative impacts of exposure to health disparities, economic inequality and pollution as a way to inform equitable policy implementation.57
Conclusion

Algorithms and automated decisions are powerful, pervasive and, as this report shows, often unfair, inaccurate and discriminatory. Even tech giants like Facebook, Microsoft and Google have joined privacy and consumer advocates to ask Congress and state legislatures to establish new rules and regulations for algorithms and A.I.\textsuperscript{56} This push for legislative action presents an opportunity to not only develop policies that minimize unfair algorithmic discrimination but also to create a system where decision-makers optimize algorithms for equity and inclusion, and design them in ways that drive investments to the most vulnerable communities and use them to build a better and more equal society.
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Endnotes


3 Source: The Algorithmic Justice League and Megan Smith (former Chief Technology officer of the USA)


5 Protected classes include sex, age, race, disability, color, creed, national origin, religion and genetic information.


13 Source: National Survey on Drug Use and Health, Human Rights Data Analysis Group and Mic


35 The MVA recommends people-based strategies like jobs training and social services in distressed areas while reserving place-making strategies for wealthier, more up-and-coming areas. Indianapolis' development plan appears to follow the MVA recommendations, as Type 02 “Address Underlying Issues” neighborhoods which combine high poverty and high percentages of Black residents are not targeted for place-making interventions. City of Indianapolis (2017), "Neighborhood Investment Strategy." Indianapolis Metropolitan Development Commission, 140-60, 182-83. https://citybase-cms-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/c8f0ca24f2e54b1292b5d84b3e454575.pdf.


52 The Supreme Court reaffirmed a commitment to race-neutral remedies to racial differences in a 2014 decision stating: “Remedial orders in disparate-impact cases should concentrate on the elimination of the offending practice that ‘arbitrarily . . . operates invidiously to discriminate on the basis of race.’ If additional measures are adopted, courts should strive to design them to eliminate racial disparities through race-neutral means.” Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 2507 (2015).
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